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Last April 29, Premier Brian Pallister unveiled
the multi-phase approach of restoring services
in Manitoba. In a news conference, he said
that it is critical to note the timing and specifics
noted in each phase are subject to change,
based on the advice of public health experts
and a continuous assessment of transmission
patterns and other factors.

Re-opening in Style

Phase one has already started last May 4
which includes priority elective surgeries,
diagnostic screening and re-opening of nonessential businesses where critical public
health measures and travel restrictions remain.
Included in the non-essential services that
were permitted to open was hair salons.
“We jumped for joy! We were excited!” This
was the reaction of Donna Lacdao and her
family after knowing that they could finally
re-open their family-owned salon business,
Donna D Stylist Salon, located on Arlington St.
Lacdao shared that their business was hard
hit financially following the enforced shutdown
of non-essential businesses last April 1. Right
now, though they have to adjust to the new
normal, they are content that they are once
again open for business.
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Sali Na!

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RELOCATION OPPORTUNITY?

WE ARE HIRING FOR OUR
NORTHERN & NORTHMART STORES
Seeking Supervisors, Department
Managers & Store Managers
We offer relocation, housing and food
allowances for successful candidates
To apply or for more details visit
www.careers.northwest.ca

HAIR SALON RE-OPENS
WITH SOME NEW NORMAL

W

hile some nonessential services
and businesses
who were allowed to reopen chose to remain closed,
Donna d’ Stylist Salon was
all set to resume business
anytime the government
eases up restriction and
allows re-opening.
“We closed on March
19 because we were scared
and we thought of the safety
of our staff and clients.”
said Donna Lacdao, owner
of Donna d’ Stylist Salon.
Shutting down the
business prior to the official
shutdown on April 1 that
got extended until May 3,
Lacdao said that they were
severely affected having
zero revenue in that period.
“I was saddened by the
closure. I cried. It seemed that
the world stopped.” shared
Lacdao. “But I thought I
should just be open to any
situation because there’s a
reason behind all this.”
After the government
announced that non-essential
businesses including hair
salons, started getting calls
and got fully-booked right
away.

All photos & articles available online!

Since they re-opened last Monday, they have implemented
strict protocols in the salon as set by the government of
Manitoba.
“We always update our clients through social media.
We inform them what the new normal are in the salon like
safety guidelines and precautions. We screen our guests
before they enter using the screening questions provided by
the government. We check their temperature and we have
hand sanitizers by the door,” said Donna, citing some of
the new rules in the salon.
continued on page 8►
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COVID- 19 has become the litmus test
for presidents and prime ministers
What percentage does the president or the prime minister receive
on how he or she has been handling the COVID-19 crisis?

I

t never crossed our mind that
the year 2020- the year of
COVID-19 would become
the litmus test* for the presidents
and prime ministers of the various
countries where this pandemic has
led to a certain degree of economic
disaster; and truthfully, has chalked
millions of positive cases, leading to
the many deaths of people around
the world.
As the World Health Organization
proclaimed that COVID-19 was a
pandemic on March 11, 2020, world
leaders were caught with various
reactions to face the worldwide
onslaught of the invisible microbe
which would stipple the economy;
would dislocate priorities; would
expose those countries with less
medical preparedness, and would
test the leadership of the governing
leader.
In truth, COVID-19 is the real
litmus test* for government leaders,
on how they had responded on the
announcement by the World Health
Organization that COVID-19 was
a pandemic on March 11, 2020
and what percentage of approval
or disapproval on handling the
COVID-19!
I am just presenting the percentage
of approval garnered by some
presidents and prime ministers after
some polling companies engaged

The Republic of Adobo
by Rod E. Cantiveros

in measuring the kind of leadership
shown in responding to the COVID-19
outbreak.
N.B.: These rankings of our
world leaders are based on some
polling companies serving in the
said countries. (Some countries did
not specify the exact percentage of
approval. Not included in this column
is the percentage of disapproval from
the opposition parties and from some
critics. And also some world leaders
whose percentages are combined
with previous performance and the
COVID-19 crisis.
The list includes:
Mette Fredericksen (Denmark) - 79%
Angela Markel (Germany) - 75%
Giuseppe Conte (Italy) - 73%
Boris Johnson (United Kingdom) - 70%
Justin Trudeau (Canada) - 64%
Donald Trump (USA) - 49%
Emmanuel Marcon (France) -44%
Andres Ovrador (Mexico) - 37%
Other presidents and prime
ministers who have no clear percentages

although their performances are
commended by other world leaders
are worth mentioning the like of
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern of
New Zealand and President Tsai
Ing-Wen of Taiwan. Philippine
President Rodrigo Duterte has a
high percentage but equated by
other factors. Some other world
leaders like Russia's Vladimir
Putin, Xi Jinping of China do
not have a percentage of approval
or disapproval.
Hoping to publish in the
coming issue the percentage
rankings of other world leaders on
how they responded to COVID-19
pandemic.
(*Scientifically, it is a test of
acidity and alkalinity; politically
or socially, it is the decisively
indicative test. A terminology
used as a metaphor in ranking
or measuring the decisive actions
by an individual towards an
event or a dire situation.)

2020 Red River Ex Cancelled

T

he batter to make 300,000 mini
donuts is ready, the cotton
candy is about to be spun,
the animals in the petting zoo want
to meet families, the Ferris wheel
is polished up and the musicians
are tuned and ready to go. Problem
is, we have to keep our distances.
In an unprecedented move in
the Association’s 71-year history,
the Red River Exhibition will cancel
its regularly scheduled June 12-21,
2020 dates.
“Work has been happening behind
the scenes with North American
Midway Entertainment (the world’s
largest travelling midway company)
as well as fairs all across Canada
including the Calgary Stampede,
Edmonton’s K-Days, Regina’s Queen
City Ex, the Saskatoon Ex and the
Canadian National Exhibition in
Toronto. Our national fair industry
contributes a total of $48 million
to local economies and when one
cancels there is a huge ripple effect
that occurs.

Entertainers, musicians, vendors,
food trucks, midway employees and
the like are all affected.
It doesn’t just hit us here in
Winnipeg – it affects an entire
Canadian industry,” said Garth
Rogerson, CEO, Red River Exhibition
Association.
“We’ve faced many years of
really bad weather but nothing that
would ever jeopardize the health
and safety of our volunteers, staff
and guests. It is only now that the
COVID-19 outbreak would cause
us, with heavy hearts, to cancel the

2020 edition of the Red River Ex.
We will” added Rogerson.
With an economic impact to our
province alone of over $16 million,
the cancellation of the Red River
Exhibition will be felt throughout our
community and across the country.
If you have purchased online
tickets, please hold on to them as
they will be valid for next year or
email info@redriverex.com and we
will refund your purchase.
The 2021 Red River Ex will
take place on June 18-27, 2021. We
look forward to seeing everyone!

by aLfie vera mella
elfideas102@yahoo.com
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Di pa man sumisíkat ang áraw
Lángit ay di pa nakasisílaw
Dínig na'ng alingawngáw ng bóta
Sabay-sabáy kaniláng pagmártsa

Hálos lahát ay makasaríli!
May natítira pa bang bayáni?
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Anó nga ba ang kaniláng pláno?
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Salute to all the

Frontliners
Part 2

"Dahil sa inyo, kami ay buhay, malusog at palagay ang isip
sa loob ng aming tahanan kapiling ang aming mga mahal
sa buhay. Kayo ang aming mga bayani."
One of the frontline workers is Aleli Carandang who is
also one of the 204 Filipino Marketplace Facebook group
administrators, a social media group where 40k Filipino
Manitobans are connected. As a registered nurse who is
armed with expert knowledge in health and safety, she was
instrumental in making the social media group the source
of timely, useful and credible information as the Filipino
community in our province fights the pandemic.

Karen De Larrazabal
Patient Transport, HSC

Aleli Carandang-Ferrer
Registered Nurse

Irrah Shanize Zapanta
Healthcare Aide/ Dietary Aide

#FlipinoManitobanFrontliner #SaludoKamiSayo
#GodBlessOurWarriors

Jea Patricia Laroza
Licensed Pharmacist of Canada
Works in Shoppers Drugmart

Vann Manzano
Health Care Worker
HSC Adult Emergency Dept/PANAM Clinic

Cloudine E., RN BN

Charlotte Papa, Prosie Monserrate, Dea May Barrios, Pel Sarmiento, Kurt Abalos
Nurses and HCA at Grace Hospital

Arnold E., Nursing Supervisor

Michelle Galvez Viana
Linen Service Aide

Ernesto Guevara
Registered Nurse, St. Boniface Hospital

Jinkee Nuqui
Registered Nurse, St. Boniface Hospital

Janiene Servida, Administrative Assistant,
Family Services Essential Worker

Nemia Mararac
Store Clerk, Save on Foods

Janiene Servida
Administrative Assistant, Family Services
Province of Manitoba

Joy Aguila
Forklift Operator
Maple Leaf Foods

Audiemyr Velasco
Dietary Aide
Concordia Hospital

Liberty Sapiter
Deli Clerk / Disability Support Worker
Safeway /Epic Opportunities

Lourdes Balite Santos
Essential Worker/Cashier Assistant
Costco South Winnipeg

Kathleen Prado
Registered Nurse
HSC
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Duterte offers a reward to
tipsters for corrupt LGU officials
President Rodrigo offered Ph30,000 recently to any
tipster who will report on the irregularity of the
distribution of the Social Amelioration Program
(SAP) being conducted by the Department of
Social Welfare and Development with the help
of the Local Government Unit (LGU).
"This amount of money will be given to
those who will report on some LGU officials who
are corrupt, and who are violating the rules on
giving the "ayuda" to those who are in need,
and I will see to it that those corrupt officials
will be prosecuted," Duterte said upon learning
that some barangay officials made changes on
the distribution of SAP. One case is when the
barangay official divided the amount given to
one resident and asked to return the half of the
"ayuda" received.
Secretary Harry Roque, in his briefing,

assured that those whistleblowers will be
protected by the Malacanang.
The Philippine government has initially
given emergency subsidies amounting to Ph
5-8k to more than 18 million lower-income
families. And Malacanang has given the May
7 deadline for the distribution.
"With this problem we have encountered,
some new initiatives are planned in the next
distribution of the emergency subsidy," Roque
said.
Meanwhile, DILG Secretary Eduardo Ano
has assigned the Philippine National Police
(PNP) and the National Bureau of Investigation
to look into the allegations on the anomalies
on the Ph2.6 billion in cash being distributed.
Those who will violate the provision of the
Republic Act 11469 will fully be prosecuted.

Extreme lockdown imposed as COVID-19
cases jump to more than ten thousand
The Department of Interior and Local Government
led by Secretary Eduardo Ano has directed more
strict compliance on the Enhanced Community
Quarantine in some barangays in Metro Manila,
considered as the epic centre of the COVID-19
pandemic.
Metro Manila chalked the 67% of the 8,928
confirmed cases of COVID-19 according to the
Department of Health.
With this alarming number of cases, many
barangays in Metro Manila have been under
extreme lockdown to initiate more mass testing.
This includes Additional Hills in Mandaluyong
City; Barangay Dagat-dagatan in Navotas. Last
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week, part of Tondo and Sampaloc District had
been under the strict compliance to flatten the
curve of the coronavirus cases.
Currently, 320 new cases registered,
increasing the number to 10,004 recorded cases;
98 recovered cases from the 1,506 reported, and
there are 21 deaths added to the current total of
658 who lost their lives related to COVID-19.
The Department of Health is expecting to
have at least 5,000 testing a day and looking
forward to increasing the testing capacity to
30,000 a day at the end of May after some of
the laboratory testing sites become operational.

Balik Probinsiya, Bagong Pag-asa
Council created for balanced regional
development and to decongest
over-crowded Metro Manila
The Executive department headed by
President Rodrigo Roa Duterte has issued
an Executive Order No. 114 to create the
"Balik Probinsiya, Bagong Pag-asa Council
to initiate balanced regional development.
Executive Secretary Salvador Medialdea
signed the document last Sunday for
immediate implementation.
The signing followed by the Senate
adoption on a resolution sponsored by
Bong Go who openly brought out the
idea in the Senate when COVID-19 has
made Metro Manila as the epicentre of
the current pandemic.
"Malaking factor po sa mabilis na
pagkalat ng COVID-19 sa Metro Manila
ang congestion o overcrowding. Sabi
nga ng mga eksperto, maraming global
pandemics pa po ang mararanasan ng
mundo sa hinaharap. Kailangan po natin
ng mas proactive at pangmatagalang
solusyon dito upang mas maging handa
tayo sa hinaharap," Go said.
Senator Bong Go in the Senate
resolution is to urge the Executive department
to formulate and implement the "Balik
Probinsiya Program" that will decongest
Metro Manila, promoting more robust
regional developments, encouraging the
equitable distribution of wealth, initiating
viable livelihood opportunities, and pushing
economic growth nationwide.

Various government department officials
have openly supported Senator Bong Go's
program.
The Department of Trade and Industry
has expressed to provide more incentives for
businesses to open manufacturing facilities
in the provinces. The Department of Social
Welfare and Development will initiate to
adopt a community-driven development
approach. And the Department of Agriculture
will ensure food security and will safeguard
the farmers and fishermen.
DAR also mentioned that the program
should be well-planned and consider the
convergence of resettlement, employment and
livelihood opportunities, social development,
health supply system, infrastructure, and
resilient environment.
Despite its booming economy, Go also
cited that the Philippines remains a largely
agricultural country with plenty of idle lands
in the countryside that can be developed.
"The government may facilitate the
utilization of some of these idle lands for the
productive use of people who will be relocated
from Metro Manila and other metropolitan
areas," he suggested.
Go emphasized the need to develop
the countryside consistent with the policy
direction of President Duterte to create robust
economic activities and wealth generation
outside Metro Manila or other urban centres.
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PROTECTION NOT ISOLATION
DO NOT SHACKLE THE HEALTHY SENIORS

► While we appreciate the concern for our safety against the dreaded Covid 19, the proposed
mandate that senior citizens (60 years old and up) to be restricted to stay homes is ill-conceived
and ill-planned, devoid of proper and in-depth economic and demographic analyses.
The assumption on health vulnerability by the doh is not based on conclusive study and research,
and at best a cautionary assumption. Many young healthy people got infected.
Many senior citizens especially those in the 60-65 years age group are still gainfully employed
and are supporting their families and even grandchildren. Some of them need to continue to
work many of them are more healthy than the over-socializing and vice-filled younger workers.
► Many are also not qualified to receive social amelioration benefits.
While many are also living independently from their younger children some of whom may
be residing abroad or in other communities
The object of policies should be ensuring protection and ease of living and mobility not
restriction and isolation.
I call on all fellow senior citizens, especially the gainfully employed and the physically fit
to unite and seek a review of the proposed mandatory quarantine during the so called
general community quarantine and selective lifting of ECQ. Let us call for more precision
In policy formulation.
Please keep on forwarding until it reaches the policy-makers.
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► The proposed mandatory quarantine (house arrest) of all senior citizens is unfair and
unconstitutional! It is arbitrary and discriminatory application of law, limiting our human
and civil rights

Track
them down
online.

You can now purchase your Manitoba hunting
and fishing licences and park vehicle permits
online or call toll free: 1-877-880-1203.

manitobaelicensing.ca
FilipinoJournal.com

E-Licensing Campaign Phase 2 ad
Filipino – The Journal
Ad size: 5.0" wide x 7.5" deep
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Assunta de Rossi and Jules Ledesma, Renowned Filmmaker
pregnant after 16 years of marriage Peque Gallaga Dies
After 16 years of being married, couple
Assunta de Rossi and Jules Ledesma, are
expecting their first baby. In her Instagram
post, de Rossi revealed that she is 14 week
pregnant and shared the symptoms that
she had to endure for two months such as
fatigue, nausea, tender and swollen breasts,
food aversions, constipation, dizziness
and heartburn. She said that she found
out about the pregnancy after a visit to her
OB-GYN for a missed period. That same
day, she tested positive for pregnancy at 5
weeks. Having pre-pregnancy conditions
such as myoma and endometriosis, she did
not expect to be pregnant the natural way.
“Only medical intervention or a miracle
can make it happen. This was a miracle,”
said Assunta.

The entertainment industry
is mourning the death of
award-winning director and
filmmaker, Peque Gallaga
last May 7. He was 76. His
wife Madie said Gallaga died
from cardiopulmonary arrest
at the Riverside Medical
Center in Bacolod City at
11:47 a.m. His most notable
films include Oro, Plata,
Mata (1982), a segment
from Shake, Rattle & Roll
(1984), Scorpio Nights
(1985), Magic Temple
(1986), and Tiyanak (1988),
to name a few.

Coco Martin strikes back
ABS-CBN closure rakes
at NTC and SocGen Calida
opposition from various sectors
neutral and it is up to the
Senate to review and grant
the franchise to ABS-CBN
to operate.
As per record, the hearing
of the ABS-CBN franchise
had been discussed but it
was halted when COVID-19
crisis sit-in.
According to some
sources,
ABS-CBN
management can still ask
the Supreme Court for a TRO
against NTC's order and be
allowed to operate. At the
same time, the majority of
the senate members have indicated
their approval whenever the franchise
hearing will be back to the House
of Senate.
ABS-CBN airs in Channel
2 and AM Radio DZMM. Other
platforms not covered by NTC order
like ABS-CBN News Channel can
continue broadcasting.

Many kapamilya stars poured their
emotions on social media following
the shutdown of ABS-CBN. Ang
Probinsyano lead actor, Coco Martin
was one of the stars who weighed into
the issue through his Instagram post.
He said that since he is not sure if he
will come alive from this pandemic,
it was just right that he expresses his
thoughts.
Martin struck back at Solicitor
General Jose Calida and the National
Telecommunications Commission,
saying that they do not have conscience
in permitting thousands of people lose
their job and their families starve.
“People like you don’t deserve to be
treated with diplomacy and gentleness.
What you deserve is loafer’s talk and
rudeness.”
The actor sarcastically thanked
Calida and NTC to their contribution
to the country, ending his post in bold
letters with “ TINARANTADO NIYO
ANG MGA PILIPINO!!!” (You made
a fool out of the Filipinos!)

All photos & articles available online!
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Immediate concerted uproars of disapproval and accusation
of blatant violation of press freedom from among the
law makers, media watchdog, labor groups and some tv
personalities after National Telecommunications Commission
(NTC) issued an order to ABS-CBS to stop its TV and
Radio broadcast.
The "cease and desist order" was issued to ABS-CBN
after its 25 years of broadcasting has expired last May 4th.
In the briefing by Presidential Spokesperson, Secretary
Roque emphasized that President Rodrigo Roa Duterte is
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FACES TO WATCH
by Kathleen Cerrer

I am a Real Estate Agent with Royal
LePage, as well as the co-owner of
Winnipeg's newest co-working space
called TableSpace. TableSpace is a place
for entrepreneurs, small businesses
and professionals who are seeking
out a space to reach their goals and
connect with like-minded individuals.
Aside from being passionate about my
work, I also love travelling, staying
active and doing things to give back
to the community. Each year, I have
been doing more to be involved in any
way I can, whether it be donating to a
local charity, reading to students for I
Love To Read Month or volunteering.
What excites me the most about
what I do?
I help buyers and sellers with one of
the biggest transactions of their life,
and make it a smooth and memorable
one. I also love providing people with
a space to feel inspired and to connect
with other like-minded individuals.
Both industries are very fulfilling
as I help to make a difference in
someone's life.
What impact have I witnessed from
my work?
Being an agent for five years, I have
helped more than a hundred families
in buying or selling a home. The
biggest impact I have witnessed is
that I guide my clients in making the
right decision in one of their biggest
transactions in their life. My clients
appreciate my honesty and drive to
help them make the right decision.

Nerissa Mabel Garcia

by Karla Atanacio
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Production chair of Magdaragat Philippines
Pearl of the Orient Philippine Pavillion’s
entertainment chairperson at Folklorama

kids. “I like to joke around that I’m
surrounded
by children 6 days of
Nerissa
Mabel
Garcia,
known
commonly
Realtor at Royal LePage and
in the community as Goldie, is a the week. I work from Monday to
Co-Founder of TableSpace
Real Estate Professional and Entrepreneur
woman who has been instrumental Friday then have Magdaragat on
in the promotion and preservation Sunday. Saturday is my day off,
For TableSpace, I’ve helped fellow of Philippine culture in Manitoba for unless I have a family gathering. I
entrepreneurs, business owners, remote many years. Goldie is the production do not have children of my own, so
workers and freelancers by providing chair of Magdaragat Philippines I always refer to my Mag kids and
them with a place to work and to and serves as the Pearl of the Orient work kids as my own.”
connect with other people in the Philippine Pavillion’s entertainment
community. The biggest impact with chairperson at Folklorama. As a What excites you most about what
TableSpace, is that we have been able child, she watched her parents build you do?
to create a community where people camaraderie with other Filipino Magdaragat is one of my passions. As
feel like they are part of something, immigrants through folk songs, part of Magdaragat, I’m fulfilling its
and that they aren’t alone in their dances, and theatre performances at mandate of propagating, preserving,
Magdaragat. She officially joined the and showing the positive aspect of
entrepreneurial journey.
organization in 1984, when she was Filipino culture and heritage.
I’m excited that the younger
Tell us a story about an obstacle just 7 years old. “In Magdaragat, we
were taught by the older members of children are interested in dancing,
you faced and conquered?
In the early stages of TableSpace, my the group. The intention was to pass culture, and friendships. When I
business partner Rachel and I thought down what you have learned to the noticed an interest in the really young
we had found the perfect place for younger generation,” she said. Now children, I decided to change the
what we envisioned as TableSpace. at 42, Goldie has taken the group starting age of Magdaragat from 7
We started making plans about how to new heights. With her and Gil to 5 years old. It’s a lot of work but
the space would look, and got fixed Buenaventura’s direction, Magdaragat at the end of the year when you see
on an idea before we even had a has taken off to become
lease in place. After weeks of back an internationallyand forth with the landlord, we were recognized dance
disappointed and couldn’t come to an company composed of
agreement for the lease as it out of our hundreds of volunteers
budget. We were disappointed, which in the community.
led us to stop looking at places for The group has been
a few weeks after that. A few weeks invited to perform
Ad Reference:
ID: in
Ad various
Type:
Page:
festivals
later,
we got back on ourCustomer
feet and
1000067806
/
1000557380
DHCW
/
WP
1 of 1
started looking at spaces, and found around the world, such
Ad
Request
ID:
Ad
Class:
Ad
Proof
Date:
what is now TableSpace. Moral of as in Mexico, Peru,
1-5175499912
SPEC
2016-01-05
12:58
United States,
and
the
story is to “never let the deal be the
Ad
Placement
Reference:
greater than the opportunity”. We Chile. On weekdays,
WPGY/YPE/16/Credit
Debt Counselling
could
have easily put&ourselves
in a Goldie is a dedicated
situation where we may not have been early childhood educator
able to afford it financially because at Carpathia Children’s
we were so fixed on an idea, but we Centre Inc. She says
moved past it and found what is now that Magdaragat has
TableSpace and it couldn’t be any fostered her love and
passion for teaching Goldie at 7 years old, courtesy of Magdaragat Philippines Inc.
more perfect.
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Photo courtesy of Goldie Garcia

their smiles and how happy their
family is, you know it was worth it!
In addition to folk dancing,
we started teaching kids about their
Filipino heritage. I implemented a
program called “Show n’ Tell” where
they find something from their home
that is “Filipino” to them. Some have
come back and brought one of their
parents, a picture of grandparents, a
rosary, a shell from the Philippines,
and even a tabo! We have also brought
in other Filipino groups to conduct
workshops with them like Sikaran
Arnis and ANAK.
What impact have you witnessed
from your work?
In the past 24 years, there have been
many members who have come and
gone. There have been
many members who
have joined me on the
production team. The
kids I used to teach are
now on the production
team with me. Other
members who I used
to dance with or teach
are now bringing their
children to the group to
learn their culture. The
one constant is that we
still teach other what
we have learned in the
past in order for our
culture to be passed on
to the next generation.
It’s about giving back
and paying it forward.
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HAIR SALON RE-OPENS...

Dana, Donwin and Donna Lacdao

Erwin and Donna Lacdao

The salon also limits occupancy to 50 per cent of normal business
levels. Since they have six salon chairs, they can only service 3
clients at the same time with one stylist per client. They only take
appointments, no walk-ins.

YOUR FUTURE
IS WAITING
Business
Healthcare
Legal
Media
Technology
204.775.8175
herzing.ca/winnipeg

All photos & articles available online!

The staff also stopped offering
complimentary drinks to clients.
Customers should come by themselves
unless needing special assistance.
They only offer short services like
haircut and roots touch up. For
longer services like hair treatments
and full hair coloring, clients can
come back for another appointment.
Physical distancing is still
strictly followed. Stations and
washroom are frequently disinfected
and sanitized too.
“More than half of the cleaning
protocols are normal to us. We’ve
been doing them because it’s part
of our business. It’s just that extra
precaution that we should take and
guide our clients accordingly, ” said
Erwin Lacdao, Donna’s husband
and salon’s co-owner.
When asked about their clients’
reaction to the new normal at the
salon, “We don’t have a problem
with our clients because everybody
is aware and informed, so they just
follow,” Erwin said
“You feel safe going to the
salon. I appreciate that they follow
safety protocols that the government
is providing,” said regular customer
Catherine Tan.
While they still need to recover
from zero revenue for over a month,

FilipinoJournal.com

the 50% occupancy limit of normal
business levels doesn’t allow them
yet to go full-blast with their business
in order to recoup.
“That’s really big in terms of
the revenue. 50% capacity means
50% off our potential revenue. But
we have to do this for everybody's
safety,” Erwin said.
The Lacdao’s are happy on
how the government responded to
the crisis, aiding their staff members
that they had to lay off. They also
expressed their gratitude to the clients
who have already shown support
by booking appointments. They
see hope in the esthetic services
industry.
“We don’t know when this is
all going to be over or when our
business will completely recover but
we are hoping for the best. We are
staying positive. Let us continue to
do our part and we will get there
sooner.” said Erwin and Donna
Lacdao with full optimism.
Photos by Ron Cantiveros
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GARDEN PARK ESTATES
1 AND 2 BEDROOM
UNITS FROM $1,145

A BETTER WAY TO LIVE.
761-777 LEILA AVENUE

These Newly Renovated Suites
are going FAST!
Contact us today to set up a
viewing.

9 In-Suite Laundry

431.688.6296

9 Near Seven Oaks Hospital

GardenParkEstates@sunrex.ca

9 Fully Renovated Suites
9 Pet Friendly (Cats & Dogs)
9 Private Balcony/Patio
9 In-Suite Storage
9 Across from Garden City Mall

SUNREX.CA/GARDEN-PARK-ESTATES
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Barangay Canada Launches Video Podcast

A

Daniel M. Cleto
B.A., LL.B.

Gary M. Sarcida
B.A. (Adv), LL.B.

Renato Y. Mamucud
B.A., J.D.

Twelve Languages. Six Locations.
One Goal: To Serve Your Needs.
pkflawyers.com

new video series which aims
to connect with kababayan
community figures across
Canada premiered recently on social
media. The Barangay Canada video
podcast or ’vodcast’ launched April
21 on Facebook and featured multiawarded community leader Perla
Javate, president of the Philippine
Heritage Council of Manitoba
(PHCM), as its initial guest. Hosted
by this writer, the vodcast went live
at 8:00 pm central and was beset
with audio issues. The episode was
later posted as a recorded interview.
Barangay Canada is a media
project that reaches out to the
various kababayan communities
across the country to learn and
share their different experiences
as they build a life in Canada. This
column is the project’s print media
presence in this province. With the
pandemic-influenced restrictions on
non-essential travel and physical
proximity, the project shifted to
the podcast format and added a
video aspect to visually engage its
audience.
In the premiere episode, Javate
spoke about her organization and the
typical celebrations scheduled for the
National Filipino Heritage Month
in June. Although she announced
the cancellation of those events,

Jun Cacayuran

she also hinted about plans for
an alternative celebration which
would be “virtual in nature”. She
stopped short of adding details to
avoid spoiling the surprise.
Javate also provided insights
about the pandemic’s impact on the
community, and the emergence of
heroic frontliners, many of whom are
kababayans. She expressed optimism
about the future of Manitoba’s Filipino
community after getting to know

Perla Javate

the organizers and participants of
Kultivation Festival which showcased
up-and-coming Manitobans of Filipino
descent. For her parting message,
Tita Perla – as she is affectionately
known in the community -- reminded
kababayans burdened by anxiety
from the pandemic that, “Together
we can overcome this. Together we
can become stronger.”
continued on page 11 ►

Narima Dela Cruz

Money doing more…
for you and your community.
You need to save, invest and sometimes borrow.
You also care about people, the environment,
and giving back. We do too.
We offer a full range of financial products and services, great
rates and expert advice to help make your dreams come true.
And because we’re a credit union, we think differently about
how we conduct our business, and we make decisions
that positively impact our members and our
communities. That’s Money Doing More.

Join ACU today.
assiniboine.mb.ca
1.877.958.8588
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Green influencers: Mothers are powerful
eco-influencers, yet they don’t know it
Becoming Ecoist
By Jomay Amora-Dueck
jomay.amora@gmail.com

I

’ve been thinking really hard
about what to give my Mom on
Mother’s Day. Being 65 years
old and stuck at home for weeks
due to COVID-19 outbreak, she
feels helpless and sad. Finding a
way to cheer her up on Mother’s
Day would have been easier for
me if she’s here in Canada and not
7,000 miles away.
As I was browsing through the
internet to find that perfect gift, a
pop-up notification informs me that
I am running out of computer space.
While moving some of my
files into my USB stick, I found
several photos taken from our many
vacation trips with my Mom: Mom
wearing a pretty, floral dress at
my wedding in Edmonton; Mom
and I hugging each other, with the
magical view of Lake Moraine
behind us; Mom, Steve, Jane, Jr
and I standing by the river at The
Forks; Mom playfully crossing the
famous Capilano Suspension Bridge
in Vancouver; Mom and the rest
of the Amora family wearing red
Canada Day shirts at Christmas in
the Philippines.
But today the beauty of these
places, and the ability of other
families to safely live and work
there, are threatened by the effects
of climate change.
The forests of Clayoquot
Sound located on the west coast

of Vancouver Island are still being
logged. Alberta's oil sands continue
to cause growing levels of acid
rain consequentially leading to an
increase in water contamination
in the area. Many Canadian cities
are submerged in floodwaters. And
in the North, which is heating up
three times faster than the rest of the
world, the permafrost melts and sea
ice thins, threatening biodiversity
and food security.
Meanwhile, the Philippines
has its fair share of bad luck: rising
waters, typhoons, floodings, droughts,
volcanic eruptions, earthquakes,
illegal loggings, COVID-19 and a
corrupt government.
As another Mother’s Day
approaches and the earth continues
to deteriorate, know this: as mothers,
women and Filipino-Canadians,
we have a unique responsibility —
and ability — to rapidly move our
community in a healthier direction
on climate change.
Parenting, Filipino-style
My mom, just like all other Filipino
Moms, is a green influencer. Problem
is, she doesn’t know it. But how
exactly is my mom a green influencer?
She taught us to eat vegetables
at a younger age. “Kumain ka ng
gulay. Hindi tayo mayaman!” (You
have to eat vegetables. We’re not
rich!)

She hates food waste. “Pag ‘di
mo inubos yang pagkain mo, lagot
ka sa akin!” (If you don’t finish
your food, you’re in a big trouble!)
She recycles things. “Wag
mong itapon yang lalagyan ng Sky
Flakes ha. Paglalagyan ko yan ng
tirang ulam.” (Don’t throw the
biscuit container out. I will use it
for leftovers.)
She knows how to refuse.
“Ang mahal-mahal ng gown na
yan! Isang beses lang susuotin.
Mag-rent ka na lang!” (That’s a
very expensive gown. You’ll only
use it once. Just rent one!)
She supports thrift shops.
“Anak, binilhan kita ng damit galing
ukay-ukay. Mura na, maganda pa!”
(Here, I bought you some clothes
from the thrift shop. So cheap but
they look great!)
She knows how to conserve
energy. “Hatinggabi na, gising
pa kayo! Patayin nyo na ang ilaw,
magastos sa kuryente!” (Why are
you still up? Turn off the lights,
Erin Brockovich, a former law
you’re wasting energy!)
clerk, didn’t turn a blind eye to Pacific
Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E)
Reorienting Filipino-Canadian contamination of groundwater in
families
Hinckley, California. Erin, who has
Women, by nature, are caretakers no formal education in law, started
and nurturers – of their families, an investigation that resulted in a
their communities, and by extension, $333 million settlement in 1996.
the earth. The role is passive and
The indigenous women in
reactive, but gender stereotyping Ecuador didn’t just fight for their
aside, I find these qualities to be home, the Amazon. They fought
our strongest asset. Our caring the capitalist oil drilling and forest
and nurturing nature inspires us destruction for all – and won.
to analyze and protect everything
Finding the time to fit climate
around us.
action around the demands of work
Rachel Carson, the mother and home life can be challenging.
of environmental movements, But perfection is never the goal.
didn’t just watch the birds die. She However, small steps do add up.
published Silent Spring and exposed
Maybe it’s time to choose a
the dangers of indiscriminate use plant-rich diet for the entire family.
of synthetic pesticides.
Or create less waste in food, clothing

From page 10

Barangay Canada
Launches Video Podcast

The second episode of the
vodcast featured Eusebio ‘Jun’
Cacayuran, Jr., president of the
Filipino Organization in the Rocky
Mountains (FORM) based in Banff,
AB. Cacayuran recounted how their
area has been greatly affected by
the pandemic when tourist arrivals
ground to a halt, resulting in mass
layoffs. Since then, his group has been
busily helping out in the community
handing out free food packs to
whoever needs them. Cacayuran
acknowledged the generosity of
local businesses and individuals for
donating foodstuffs which he and
his volunteers then repacked and
prepared for contactless pick-up
at a designated location. An active
OUS
BULleader
community
even before he
Y & FA
T
R
O
F
:
I
T
F
and
his
family
settled
in Canada
MA
in 2013, Cacayuran and his group
is currently soliciting donations to
assist the affected workers of the
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Cargill meat processing plant in High
River where the largest single-site
outbreak of the novel coronavirus
was reported.
Narima Dela Cruz, one of
RBC’s Top 25 Canadian Immigrants
in 2012, was the guest on the third
episode on April 28. Previously
a resident of Winnipeg, she and
her family have since re-settled in
Surrey, BC where she established
and continues to preside over the
Surrey Philippine Independence Day
Society or SPIDS. Dela Cruz shared
about SPIDS’ many achievements
over the years and their recurring
activities. For their dedication
and commitment in serving their
community, both Dela Cruz and
SPIDS earned accolades as Pinoy
of the Year and Most Influential
Community Organization at the
2019 Golden Balangay Awards,
the annual nationwide search for
outstanding Filipinos and kababayan
groups in Canada.
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and electricity. You can vote with your
dollar by supporting environmentally
friendly consumer products. You
can also pick an environmental
cause you’re passionate about
and advocate for it. Be creative in
sharing environmentalist values
among your family, friends and
colleagues.
In the end, my motivation
for fighting climate change comes
down to one reason: to pay tribute
to my mother, and Mother Earth,
who nurture us all.
Jomay Amora-Dueck is the creator
of theecoistcollective.com. She is
the author of Becoming Ecoist: A
Beginner’s Guide to Minimalist and
Sustainable Living. Download your
FREE copy at www.theecoistcollective.
com.
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Trump bans immigrants from entering the U.S.

I

n an executive order, President Donald
Trump on April 22, 2020 issued a
proclamation suspending entry of
immigrants who present risk to the U.S.
labor market during the economic recovery
following the Coronavirus (COVID-19)
outbreak. The ban is temporary for 60
days but can be extended at the whim
of President Trump.
The order suspended for 60 days
the entry of some green card applicants
based abroad. However, there are several
exemptions from the ban.
In his executive order, Trump
said: “I have determined that, without
intervention, the United States faces a
potentially protracted economic recovery
with persistently high unemployment
if labor supply outpaces labor demand.
Excess labor supply affects all workers
and potential workers, but it is particularly
harmful to workers at the margin between
employment and unemployment, who are
typically “last in” during an economic
expansion and “first out” during an
economic contraction. In recent years,
these workers have been disproportionately
represented by historically disadvantaged
groups, including African Americans and
other minorities, those without a college
degree, and the disabled. These are the
workers who, at the margin between
employment and unemployment, are
likely to bear the burden of excess labor
supply disproportionately.”
Evidently, Trump has excluded
from the ban those immigrants who
possess professional experience in the
health care industry as well as wealthy
investors who are applying for a visa
to enter the U.S. pursuant to the EB-5
Immigrant Investor Program, a popular
venue used by rich Chinese entrepreneurs
who want to immigrate to the U.S.
The EB-5 program provides a green
card to a foreign national who invests at
least $500,000 in a commercial enterprise
that creates at least 10 U.S. jobs. Currently,
32,169 Chinese nationals are in line for
an EB-5 visa, and another estimated
17,368 are waiting for their petitions to
be approved as of May 14, 2019.
But no exclusions exist for foreign
national parents and parents of U.S.
citizens, spouses and children of legal

PEREZCOPE
by Perry Diaz
PerryDiaz@gmail.com
permanent residents and beneficiaries
of the diversity visa program, known
as the visa lottery. The administration
and immigration restrictionists have
sometimes referred to those groups as
"chain migration." Obviously, they are
not welcome in the U.S., which have
been constantly attacked by Trump since
becoming president in 2016.
Senior White House adviser Stephen
Miller reportedly told supporters in an
off-the-record call that Trump’s temporary
order to suspend immigration is part
of a larger strategy to reduce overall
immigration.
Miller has emphatically been very
vocal about his plan to limit immigration.
"The most important thing is to turn
off the faucet of new immigrant labor"
and that the temporary ban would limit
"chains of follow-on migration," he said.
He portrayed the order as an “historic”
move to protect American workers from
undue foreign competition.
After the executive order was
announced, immigration advocates
argued that it had all the markings of
Miller's influence.
Who is Stephen Miller?
In my column, “20 U.S. million immigrants
could face deportation” (August 24,
2018), I said: “Stephen Miller is Trump’s
32-year old senior policy advisor,
speechwriter, anti-immigration policy
chief, and right-hand troll. A known
provocateur, Miller is a white nationalist
who supports rightwing, white supremacist,
and alt-right causes. An observer once
described him as someone who “likes
getting a rise out of people in a very
sociopathic way.
“In his job in the White House, Miller

developed policies such as the barring
of individuals from Muslim majority
countries, cuts to legal immigration,
family separation, and the rescission
of the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA). He used his influence
in the White House to subvert bipartisan
legislation that would have provided
permanent protections for “Dreamers.”
Dreamers are the young people – mostly
Hispanic – who benefitted from former
President Barack Obama’s DACA
executive order when the DREAM Act
-- Development, Relief and Education
for Alien Minors -- failed to pass in
Congress several times. In September
2017, Trump rescinded DACA that has
kept nearly 800,000 young immigrants
from deportation since 2012. Recently,
he fashioned Trump’s controversial ‘Zero
Tolerance Policy’ that forcibly separated
migrant children from their parents at the
US-Mexico border. And now, Miller’s
ultimate dream of ridding the country of
immigrants is about to become a reality.
“But Miller seems to be running
away from reality in regard to his family
roots. His uncle David Glosser, a retired
neuropsychologist and Miller’s uncle
on his mother’s side, said that Miller’s
great-great-grandfather Wolf-Leib Glosser
left the village of Antopol in what is
now Belarus amid “violent anti-Jewish
pogroms” there and came to the US. He
landed on Ellis Island in 1903 and within
a few years was able to bring over the
rest of his family.
“’I have watched with dismay and
increasing horror as my nephew, who
is an educated man and well aware of
his heritage, has become the architect
of immigration policies that repudiate
the very foundation of our family’s life
in this country,’ Glosser wrote.

Miller’s blueprint
“Miller’s master plan is to deport
immigrants – legal and illegal – based
on what he believed are ‘violations’
of immigration laws. His rulemaking
proposal targets legal immigrants (green
card holders) in the U.S. who have used
or whose household members have
used the Affordable Care Act (ACA) or
Obamacare, Children's Health Insurance
Program (CHIP), Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP), Food Stamp
and other social programs, including the
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) for
the aged. For participating in these social
programs, illegal immigrants could be
hindered from obtaining legal status,
while legal immigrants’ application for
citizenship could be imperiled. In both
cases, ‘violators’ could be deported.
Those hardest hit are immigrants, mostly
people of color, who are working in
low-paying jobs that are not enough to
support their families.
“The crux of the matter is in a
document called ‘affidavit of support,’
which is required of all sponsors to
execute. Basically, it is a document
an individual (sponsor) signs to accept
financial responsibility for another person
(new immigrant), usually a relative, who
is coming to the United States to live
permanently. An affidavit of support
is legally enforceable; the sponsor's
responsibility usually lasts until the
family member or other individual
either becomes a U.S. citizen, or can be
credited with 40 quarters of work (usually
10 years). [Source: US Citizenship and
Immigration Services]
“The anti-immigrant blueprint
designed by Miller and his white nationalist
cohorts in the Trump administration first
came to fruition in the early months of
the Trump presidency. The White House
is currently reviewing the draft and once
Trump approves it, it will be published
in the Federal Register; thus, making it
a law of the land.

the Family Reunification law, which
Trump refers to as ‘chain migration.’
Since a majority of them were admitted
to the U.S. in their senior years, they
don’t have Social Security benefits and
therefore don’t have any earnings or
income. As such, they would qualify
to receive SSI benefits. In addition, SSI
is also used to help blind and disabled
people, who have little or no income. It
also provides cash to meet basic needs
for food, clothing, and shelter.
“The Family Reunification law
allows the immigration of ‘immediate
relatives’ of US citizens, which is not
subject to any annual visa numerical
limits. Immediate relatives are: (1)
Spouses and unmarried children of US
citizens; (2) Parents of US citizens; and
(3) Widows, widowers, and children of
deceased US citizens.
“Another anti-immigration policy
that Miller has been working on is ‘chain
migration.’ On January 8, 2018, The
Hill reported: ‘Miller pushed the White
House message on immigration reform,
calling for a border wall and an end to
‘chain’ migration, the process by which
an immigrant can petition to bring family
members to the United States, as well
as the adjustment of the country's visa
lottery system.’ But didn’t Miller realize
that it was chain migration that made it
possible for his family to enter the U.S.
beginning in 1903?

Crowning moment
Finally, Miller has achieved his dream
of banning immigrants of all colors and
stripes – with the exception of wealthy
and health care professionals – with
one stroke of the Trump’s pen. It’s the
crowning moment of Miller’s ascendancy
as the country’s “Top Immigrant Basher,”
a dream come true. Unfortunately, he
achieved such inglorious accolade over
the one million suffering American
victims of COVID-19 and 60,000 dead
(3 million+ cases and 200,000+ deaths
worldwide), which has triggered horrible
Elderly immigrants
memories of the Holocaust among the
“One of the groups that would be aging survivors of the World War II
hardest hit by Miller’s anti-immigration pogroms.
initiative are elderly immigrants who
were sponsored by their children under

Open a Flex First RESP and kick-start your savings
with $500 from the Canada Learning Bond.
No contributions from you required.
The Canada Learning Bond (CLB) is a free government grant that could provide up to
$2,000 for your child’s Registered Education Savings Plan (RESP). Don’t miss out!
Eligible children can get started with

$ 500

from the Government of Canada

+

And receive

$100 atoyear
age 15
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Up to

$ 2,000
in your child’s RESP

Learn more:
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Direct: 204.962.1512
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Office: 204.202.1555
Fax: 204.694.5497

Unit 210-1021 Court Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R2P 1V7

Knowledge First Financial is a wholly owned subsidiary of Knowledge First Foundation and is the investment fund manager, administrator and distributor of the education savings plans offered by Knowledge First Foundation.
Knowledge First Financial® is a registered trademark of Knowledge First Financial Inc. For more information about our education savings plans, please visit knowledgefirstfinancial.ca or refer to our prospectus.
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NEW ORLEANS, “The City That Care Forgot” (Part 3)

N

o one would ever visit New
Orleans in the southeastern
US State of Louisiana ,
a melting pot of French, African,
American, and French-Canadian
cultures, without touring and
exploring the historic Bourbon
Street, the city’s most famous milelong strip that dates back to 1718 .
Quite touristy, Bourbon Street
with its endless restaurants and bars,
is quiet during the day and comes
alive at night when people could
be seen carrying their drinks from
bar to bar. In New Orleans you are
legally allowed to consume alcohol
on the street. With revelry of all
sorts, the street , lit by neon lights
and throbbing with music, embodies
the life of a party town. Because
the establishments are packed,
even on weeknights, we have to
play safe in Bourbon Street where
there are drunk tourists, pickpockets
and scammers. New Orleans is a
fabulous city for a family vacation
but Bourbon Street is adults-only
and with strip clubs and bars, not
for kids.
For more authentic music
and great jazz Frenchmen Street
is another hot spot.
As experienced, a greater
way to tour New Orleans is by
taking a streetcar. Boarding any
of the historic vehicles is boarding
a piece of movable New Orleans
history. We’re able to take the
famous old dark green historic
St. Charles Streetcar, the oldest
continuously-operating streetcar
line in the world as it has been in
operation since 1835 travelling
from the French Quarter and then

by Gem and Lita Anis

The famous old St. Charles Streetcar

Gem & Lita before boarding Creole Queen

Let’s get social

to the oak tree-lined Carrolton
Avenue. The green cars of the St.
Charles line will also take you
to the city’s Garden District, a
beautiful neighbourhood teeming
with marvelous old mansions of
historic architecture that conveys
so much charm and character. We
learned that many famous people
associated with New Orleans reside
in this area.
The bright red streetcar on
the Canal Street leads to the historic
Metaire Cemetery and the cool and
welcoming City Park . Nowhere
in our bucket list is a walk on
a foreign cemetery but in New
Orleans! The cemeteries in New
Orleans are perhaps the most famous
in the United States and are often
visited by tourists because they
are characterized by above-ground
tombs over swampy grounds where
buried bodies would be washed up
whenever it floods. The city’s flat
elevation has historically made it

FilipinoJournal.com

vulnerable to flooding. Metaire has
the largest collection of elaborate
marble tombs and funeral statuary
where we saw the most famous,
the Army of Tennessee Louisiana
Division Monument, a monument
tomb of Confederate Soldiers of the
American Civil War. Noticeable
also is a pseudo-Egyptian pyramid,
costing $125,000 to $500,000,
an elaborate resting place of a
restaurateur.
We ended up our walking and
streetcar tour with a Paddlewheeler
Creole Queen Riverboat Cruise –
admiring the scenic views from
the promenade deck, listening to an
on-board jazz band, and enjoying
Creole-style dinner buffet as the
24-feet diameter paddlewheeler
sails along the Mississippi River.
Seen the best of New Orleans
? Not yet, until the Plantation
Tour and the festive spirit of the
world-famous Mardi Gras.
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Sudoku Puzzles are games of patience, numbers and genius! The satisfaction of solving
a challenging Sudoku Puzzle is one of the greatest accomplishments any sudoku game
player can experience. Here is the puzzle. Good luck!

Solutions for Palaisipan & Sudoku will be posted online
www.FilipinoJournal.com

Horoscope
The skies are dominated by the radically honest which brings this
very dynamic into play. You know how to tackle obstacles placed
before you in cold, hard reality. But it’s a little harder for you to
approach wrestling with your own demons. Intimacy issues, shared
finances, and psychological hang ups are all up for transformation
and lie beneath the cosmic microscope.

You’ve been pouring all of your emotional energy into
your community and connection with others. Needing
to feel a part of something is in your DNA, so it’s been
critical that you re-establish links with these important
people. They reveal exactly where you’re at creatively
and whether you’re honoring your own ego’s expression
enough.

You should be proud of the inner work you’ve been
accomplishing. You’re turning your own lead into gold—and
it’s not a comfortable process. They soul-revealing places
your progress in its spotlight as it shows you your values,
the applicability of your talents, and the honesty of your
connections to others. Take stock of what you see in yourself
and keep treading through the unknown.

It’s been your journey to employ the creative vision
only you have to offer the world. They pull you out of
the sandbox for a moment to explore your emotionally
receptive connections to others. You may feel keenly
aware of the state of your friendships, so reach out if
you’re feeling removed!

The major life changes you’ve experienced have cleared the path and
are allowing you room to rebuild. You’re in the midst of rebuilding
yourself from scratch. The emotionally charged Scorpio moon
shines a light onto the current workings of your partnerships and
the expectations you have from them. You are content with your
romantic circumstances or do you need to make some adjustments.

Your work has taken on added emphasis and you’ve
been devoting all of your energy into getting ahead
in some capacity. You have a pressing need to make
career strides and garner a name for themselves in their
chosen profession. Your soul-revealing puts a halt to
your workload and asks you to take a hard look at your
emotional foundations.

You know how to hold space for people and make them
feel unafraid. They tend to collect other people's assorted
emotional baggage and dramas. You wonder if others can
hold that same space for you. This lunation marks a moment
of radical emotional honesty in your individuality, as you can
see very clearly who you are and what you need.

Take a moment to cheer yourself for the emotional
excavations you’ve been managing within yourself.
These been easy, as you’ve worked to better secure your
emotional foundations and deepen your understanding of
family dynamics, but the work is bound to be rewarding.

Everyone is wondering what imaginative kingdom you’ve run off
to hide away in. The full moon highlights the opposite reality, as
it reveals the current state of your health and your feelings around
the service you provide to the world. Your body happy with the way
you’ve been treating it. A hard look at reality does wonders.

You’ve been wrapped up in the big picture view of your
life, which has certainly been a nice change of pace for
you. You back into more familiar territory, as you’re
asked to examine the details of your step-by-step plan to
success. Communication comes under your critical eye
and you benefit from an honest re-evaluation of how well
you’re coming across.

You aren’t usually comfortable with brooding, emotional
deep dives. Perhaps if you can view it as another adventure,
it’ll be easier to move into such a space. They points out all
the subconscious ways in which you hinder and undermine
yourself. Explore these thoughts through meditation and
record any dreams or insightful flashes you have, for they
reveal a potent remedy for integration.

It can feel disheartening, as you know the road to get there
is winding and full of uncertainty. You’re in the process
of reshaping the vision you’ve long held for your life.
The truth-revealing points to the fundamental attitudes
in your life that need altering—like dismissive thinking
or undervaluing your imagination, as well as illuminating
the educational path you need to make your dreams real.

PABABA

PAHALANG
1
5
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
19
21
24

Malaking kagat
Kasalatan
Pilay
Pangkat etniko
sa Isabela
Pangalan ng bansa
sa Middle East
Lulubha
Wagas
Internet Provider
Life Insurance
Katutubong alak
Antala
Uri ng kakanin

25 Arthroscopic
Subacromial
Decompression
26 Simbolo ng Aluminum
27 University of Nebraska
28 Tulinan
33 Ayain
36 Silid tanggapan
37 Di mapakali
38 Tanong ng
naghahanap
39 Layasan
40 Sahog sa salad

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sahog sa lumpiang sariwa
Malambot na higaan
Pambuli ng ahas
Pinaarawan
Parte ng bibig
Kasama ng kinakasal
Los Angeles Lakers
Palayaw ng babae
Tanod sa unahan
ng hukbo
10 Unahan
16 Maliit na card
sa cellphone
19 Manggagawa ng masama

20
21
22
23
24
28
29
30
31
32
34
35

United Methodist
Uri ng punong kahoy
Ginagamit pantamis
Los Angeles
South Atlantic League
Gamit sa tako
ng bilyar
Gamit pagtutulog
Hangad
Lasa ng asin
Nakikita sa sugat
International Law
Association
Ayos ng buhok
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P R OU D L Y
S U P P OR T I N G
T H E F IL I P I N O
C OM M U N I T Y

Here for your family
during a time of need.
Ask us about how we can support your family with accessible solutions
by broadcasting your funeral via webcast during the COVID-19 pandemic.
We are committed to providing compassionate service during this challenging time of social isolation. Based on the Province of Manitoba’s
Public Health directive, no more than 10 people can be present at our funeral home at one time. To best assist you, please call our office for
alternative funeral/lamay solutions.

IMMEDIATE NEED? WE’RE HERE FO R YOU 2 4 /7

Exclusive Offer
For Filipino Journal Readers
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1839 INKSTER BOULEVARD
1006 NAIRN AVENUE
MOSAICFUNERALS.CA
INFO@MOSAICFUNERALS.CA

OWNER DARIN HOFFMAN
& SPOUSE ZENY REGALADO

PREARRANGE TODAY AND SAVINGS EQUIVALENT TO THE GST
WILL BE APPLIED. Traditional interment and memorial services only.
Offer valid with coupon code FILIPINOJOURNAL, one coupon per
prearranged client. Offer expires April 30, 2020.
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